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Abstract
We consider a class of insertion–deletion systems which have not been investigated so far, those
without any context controlling the insertion–deletion operations. Rather unexpectedly, we found that
context-free insertion–deletion systems characterize the recursively enumerable languages. More-
over, this assertion is valid for systems with only one axiom, and also using inserted and deleted
strings of a small length. As direct consequences of the main result we found that set-conditional
insertion–deletion systems with two axioms generate any recursively enumerable language (this
solves an open problem), as well as that membrane systems with one membrane having context-
free insertion–deletion rules without conditional use of them generate all recursively enumerable
languages (this improves an earlier result). Some open problems are also formulated.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The operations of insertion and deletion are fundamental in formal language theory,
and generative mechanisms based on them were considered (with linguistic motivation)
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since “old times”—see, e.g., [8,2]. Related formal language investigations can be found in
several places; we mention only [5,7,10,11]. In the last years, the study of these operations
has received a new motivation, from molecular computing—see, e.g., [1,6,13,15].
In the general form, an insertion operation means adding a substring to a given string
in a speciﬁed context, while a deletion operation means removing a substring of a given
string from a speciﬁed context.A ﬁnite set of insertion–deletion rules, together with a set of
axioms provide a language generating device (called an InsDel system): starting from the
set of initial strings and iterating insertion–deletion operations as deﬁned by the given rules
we get a language. The number of axioms, the length of the inserted or deleted strings, as
well as the length of the contexts where these operations take place are natural descriptional
complexity measures in this framework. As expected, insertion and deletion operations
with context dependence are very powerful, leading to characterizations of recursively
enumerable languages. Most of the papers mentioned above contain such results, in many
cases improving the complexity of insertion–deletion systems previously available in the
literature (mainly from the point of view of the length of strings involved in the rules).
We contribute here to this effort with an unexpected result: context-free insertion–deletion
systemswith one axiom are already universal, they can generate any recursively enumerable
language. We also show that this result can be obtained by inserting and deleting strings
of a rather small length, at most three. (The case of context-free insertion–deletion rules
dealing with strings of length at most two remains open.)
The main result of the paper has direct consequences for the so-called set-conditional
InsDel systems (a rule is used onlywhen certain associated strings are present in the currently
generated set of strings) and for membrane systems with string-objects processed by means
of insertion–deletion operations. In the ﬁrst case we solve a problem left open in [9], in the
latter case we improve a result from [12].
2. Prerequisites
All formal language notions and notations we use here are elementary and standard. The
reader can consult any of the many monographs in this area—for instance, [14]—for the
unexplained details.
An InsDel system is a construct  = (V , T ,A, I,D), where V is an alphabet, T ⊆ V , A
is a ﬁnite language over V , and I,D are ﬁnite sets of triples of the form (u, , v), of strings
over V . The elements of T are terminal symbols (in contrast, those of V − T are called
nonterminals), those of A are axioms, the triples in I are insertion rules, and those fromD
are deletion rules.An insertion rule (u, , v) ∈ I indicates that the string  can be inserted in
betweenu and v, while a deletion rule (u, , v) ∈ D indicates that  can be removed from the
context (u, v). Stated otherwise, (u, , v) ∈ I corresponds to the rewriting rule uv → uv,
and (u, , v) ∈ D corresponds to the rewriting rule uv → uv. We denote by ⇒ins the
relation deﬁned by an insertion rule (formally, x ⇒ins y iff x = x1uvx2, y = x1uvx2,
for some (u, , v) ∈ I and x1, x2 ∈ V ∗) and by ⇒del the relation deﬁned by a deletion
rule (formally, x ⇒del y iff x = x1uvx2, y = x1uvx2, for some (u, , v) ∈ D and
x1, x2 ∈ V ∗).We refer by⇒ to any of the relations⇒ins,⇒del, and denote by⇒∗ the
reﬂexive and transitive closure of ⇒ (as usual, ⇒+ is the transitive closure of ⇒).
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The language generated by  is deﬁned by L() = {w ∈ T ∗ | x ⇒∗ w, for some
x ∈ A}.
An InsDel system  = (V , T ,A, I,D) is said to be of weight (n,m;p, q) if
n = max{|| | (u, , v) ∈ I },
m = max{|u| | (u, , v) ∈ I or (v, , u) ∈ I },
p = max{|| | (u, , v) ∈ D},
q = max{|u| | (u, , v) ∈ D or (v, , u) ∈ D},
where |w| is the length of a stringw ∈ V ∗. The total weight of  is the summ+n+p+ q.
We denote by INSmn DEL
q
p, for n,m, p, q0, the family of languages L() generated by
InsDel systems of weight (n′,m′;p′, q ′) such that n′n, m′m, p′p, q ′q. If some
of the parameters n,m, p, q is not speciﬁed, then we write instead the symbol ∗. Thus,
INS0∗DEL0∗ denotes the family of languages generated by context-free InsDel systems, i.e.,
with insertion rules of the form (, , ) ∈ I and deletion rules of the form (, , ) ∈ D,
where  denotes the empty string.
InsDel systems of a “sufﬁciently large” weight can characterize RE, the family of recur-
sively enumerable languages. For instance, in [7,10] one proves that RE = INS23DEL03,
while in [13] one can ﬁnd proofs for the equalities RE = INS21DEL11 = INS11DEL02. The
ﬁrst equality above was improved in [15]: RE = INS11DEL11. Note that we have two char-
acterizations of RE by means of InsDel systems with the total weight equal to 4.
We will not improve here on the total weight, but on the size of contexts: context-free
insertion and deletion rules sufﬁce.
3. The main result
We give now the central theorem of the paper; in the subsequent sections we will infer
several consequences of it.
Theorem 1. RE = INS0∗DEL0∗.
Proof. LetG = (N, T , S, P ) be type-0 Chomsky grammar whereN, T are disjoint alpha-
bets, S ∈ N , and P is a ﬁnite subset of rules of the form u→ v with u, v ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ and
u contains at least one letter from N . We assume all rules from P labelled in a one-to-one
manner with elements of a setM , disjoint of N ∪ T .
We construct the context-free InsDel system  = (N ∪ T ∪M,T, {S}, I,D), where
I = {(, vR, ) | R: u→ v ∈ P, R ∈ M, u, v ∈ (N ∪ T )∗},
D = {(, Ru, ) | R: u→ v ∈ P, R ∈ M, u, v ∈ (N ∪ T )∗}.
Two rules (, vR, ) ∈ I, (, Ru, ) ∈ D as above are said to beM-related.
We have the equality L(G) = L().
The inclusionL(G) ⊆ L() is obvious: each derivation step x1ux2 ⇒ x1vx2, performed
in G by means of a rule R: u → v, can be simulated in  by an insertion operation step
x1ux2 ⇒ins x1vRux2 whichuses the rule (, vR, ) ∈ I , followedby thedeletionoperation
x1vRux2 ⇒del x1vx2 which uses the rule (, Ru, ) ∈ D.
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Consider now the inclusion L() ⊆ L(G). The idea of the proof is to transform any
terminal derivation in  into one in which any two consecutive 〈odd, even〉 derivations steps
simulate one production in G. Because the labels of rules from P precisely identify a pair
ofM-related insertion–deletion rules, and the elements ofM are nonterminal symbols for
, every terminal derivation with respect to  must involve the same number of insertion
steps and of deletion steps; moreover, these steps are performed by using pairs ofM-related
rules from I and D.
Consider an arbitrary terminal derivation in ,
 : S ⇒ w1 ⇒ w2 ⇒ · · · ⇒ w2k = w ∈ T ∗,
where k1 is the number of the pairs of M-related insertion–deletion rules used in this
derivation. Let wi ⇒ins wi+1 ⇒ wi+2 be a subderivation of  such that the step wi 
⇒ins wi+1 is performed by a rule (, vR, ) ∈ I and the step wi+1 ⇒ wi+2 is performed
by using a rule different from the M-related rule (, Ru, ) ∈ D. We say that the pair of
rules used in the two mentioned steps do not match.
Assume now that the derivation  contains m > 0 non-matching pairs of rules. Let us
identify a pair of M-related rules (, vR, ) ∈ I and (, Ru, ) ∈ D which are used for
the same occurrence of R in  but not in consecutive steps (that is, this pair introduces a
non-matching sequence of rules in ):
 : S ⇒∗ z1z2 ⇒ins z1vRz2 ⇒+ y1Ruy2 ⇒del y1y2 ⇒∗ w,
for some z1, z2, y1, y2 ∈ (N ∪ T ∪M)∗. Then we have:
S ⇒∗ z1z2, (1)
z1z2 ⇒ins z1vRz2, (2)
z1v ⇒∗ y1, (3)
z2 ⇒∗ uy2, (4)
y1y2 ⇒∗ w. (5)
Clearly, in at least one of the relations (3), (4) we have ⇒+ instead of ⇒∗, since the
sequence of rules is non-matching.
We rearrange the previous derivations as follows. From (1) and (4) we have
S ⇒∗ z1z2 ⇒∗ z1uy2.
We can now apply the insertion rule as in (2) and we have
z1uy2 ⇒ins z1vRuy2,
and then the deletion rule (, Ru, ) ∈ D:
z1vRuy2 ⇒del z1vy2.
From (3) and (5) we can now obtain
z1vy2 ⇒∗ y1y2 ⇒∗ w.
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Consequently, we have obtained a derivation
′ : S ⇒∗ z1z2 ⇒∗ z1uy2 ⇒ins z1vRuy2 ⇒del z1vy2 ⇒∗ y1y2 ⇒∗ w
which produces the same terminal string w and has at most m − 1 non-matching pairs
of rules.
Continuing in this way, for every terminal derivation in  we can get an equivalent
derivation, using the same rules in a different order, and having only matching pairs of
consecutive rules. Clearly, two consecutive steps of a derivation in  which useM-related
rules (, vR, ) ∈ I, (, Ru, ) ∈ D, correspond to a derivation step in G which uses the
rule R: u→ v. This implies the inclusion L() ⊆ L(G). 
Note 1. The InsDel system constructed in the previous proof has only one axiom, hence
this complexity parameter has an optimal value.
Note 2. The context control of a type 0 grammar does not really disappear in the corre-
sponding InsDel system (as constructed in Theorem 1 above). It rather changes its form,
becoming a rigid synchronization of insertions and deletions. In other terms, if a word u
represents the context of a word v in a “context-sensitive production”R: u→ v, then in the
corresponding InsDel system the word v will also be conditioned by the later occurrence
of u in a successful derivation (hence u is yet again the context of v). This condition is
enforced by the newly introduced symbol R which acts as a “remote context binder”. The
fact that the context u “seems” to appear after the context-controlled v is of no importance,
reﬂecting the reversal of generative process of the grammar.
We illustrate the construction from the proofwith a simple example: consider the context-
sensitive grammar G = ({S,X, Y }, {a, b, c}, S, P ) with the set of productions
P = {R1: S → aSX, R2: S → aY , R3: YX → bYc,
R4: cX → Xc, R5: Y → bc}.
It is easy to see that it generates the non-context-free language L(G) = {aibici | i1}.
The obtained InsDel system is
 = (V , {a, b, c}, {S}, I,D),
where
V = {S,X, Y, a, b, c, R1, R2, R3, R4, R5},
I = {(, aSXR1, ), (, aYR2, ), (, bYcR3, ),
(,XcR4, ), (, bcR5)},
D = {(, R1S, ), (, R2S, ), (, R3YX, ),
(, R4cX, ), (, R5Y, )}.
Consider a derivation for the word a3b3c3 in grammar G:
S ⇒ aSX ⇒ aaSXX ⇒ aaaYXX ⇒ aaabYcX ⇒ aaabYXc ⇒ aaabbYcc ⇒
aaabbbccc.
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One of the corresponding derivations in  is as follows:
S ⇒ins aSXR1S ⇒ins aaSXR1SXR1S ⇒ins aaaYR2SXR1SXR1S ⇒del aaaYR2
SXXR1S ⇒del aaaYXXR1S ⇒ins aaabYcR3YXXR1S ⇒del aaabYcXR1S ⇒ins
aaabYXcR4cXR1S ⇒ins aaabbYcR3YXcR4cXR1S ⇒del aaabbYcR3YXcR1S ⇒del
aaabbYccR1S ⇒ins aaabbbcR5YccR1S ⇒del aaabbbcR5Ycc ⇒del aaabbbccc.
In the proof of Theorem 1, the length of inserted or deleted strings is not bounded, but a
bound can be easily found by controlling the length of strings appearing in the rules of the
starting type-0 grammar:
Corollary 2. RE = INS03DEL03.
Proof. Let G = (N, T , S, P ) be type-0 Chomsky grammar in Kuroda normal form, that
is, containing rules of the following forms: A → a, A → BC, A → , AB → CD, where
A,B,C,D ∈ N and a ∈ T .
Then, the rules of the context-free InsDel system constructed in the proof of Theorem 1
are of the form (, , ) with ||3, hence RE ⊆ INS03DEL03. 
4. Improving the total weight
The total weight of the InsDel system provided by the proof of Theorem 1 and
Corollary 2 is 6. We can improve by one this result, by decreasing by one either the length
of the inserted strings or the length of the deleted strings.
Theorem 3. RE = INS03DEL02.
Proof. Consider again a type-0 grammar G = (N, T , S, P ) in Kuroda normal form, with
the productions of P injectively labelled with elements of a setM , whereM∩(N ∪T ) = ∅.
We construct the InsDel system
 = (N ∪ {A′ | A ∈ N} ∪ T ∪M ∪ {R′, R′′ | R ∈ M}, T , {S}, I,D)
as follows.
For each context-free rule R: u → v ∈ P we introduce the insertion rule (, vR, ) in
I and the deletion rule (, Ru, ) in D.
For each non-context-free rule R: AB → CD ∈ P we introduce the insertion rules (,
CDR′, ), (, R′′B ′A′, ) in I and the deletion rules (, A′A, ), (, B ′B, ), (, R′R′′, )
in D (we say that these rules areM-related).
The context-free productions of the grammar G are simulated in  in the same way as it
is done in Theorem 1. A non-context-free production R: AB → CD can be simulated in
the following way: we ﬁrst perform two insertions,
x1ABx2 ⇒ins x1CDR′ABx2 ⇒ins x1CDR′R′′B ′A′ABx2,
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and after that we successively delete A′A, B ′B, and R′R′′. Clearly, the string we obtain is
x1CDx2. This proves the inclusion L(G) ⊆ L().
The converse inclusion can be proved as in the proof of Theorem 1: the insertion rules
introduce nonterminals of the formR,R′, R′′ forR ∈ M , orA′, forA ∈ N ; the nonterminals
R,R′, R′′, A′ relate the insertion and the deletion rules; each derivation in which does not
consist of consecutive steps which use M-related rules can be reordered in such a way to
obtain an equivalent derivation composed of matching consecutive steps; such a derivation
corresponds to a derivation in G.
We leave the details as a task for the reader and only note that the rules of  have the
weight as requested in the statement of the theorem. 
A counterpart of this result is also true: we can trade-off the length of inserted and deleted
strings.
Theorem 4. RE = INS02DEL03.
Proof. Consider a type-0 grammar G = (N, T , S, P ) in Kuroda normal form. Each pro-
duction of the formR: AB → CD ∈ P , forA,B,C,D ∈ N , is replaced by the productions
A → CDR, DR → DXB, XBB → , where DR,XB are new symbols associated with
D,R, and B, respectively. Clearly, we get an equivalent grammar. Thus, without loss of
generality, we may assume that the rules ofG are of the forms A→ a,A→ , A→ BC,
andAB → , for a ∈ T andA,B,C ∈ N .Assume also that the rules fromP are injectively
labelled with elements of a setM disjoint of N and T .
We construct the InsDel system
 = (N ∪ {A′ | A ∈ N} ∪ T ∪M,T, {S}, I,D)
with the following rules.
For each erasing production u→  ∈ P we introduce the deletion rule (, u, ) in D.
For each context-free rule R: A → a ∈ P we introduce the insertion rule (, aR, ) in
I and the deletion rule (,RA, ) in D.
For each context-free rule R: A→ BC ∈ P we introduce the insertion rules (,BB′, ),
(,CC′, ) in I and the deletion rule (, C′B ′A, ) in D (we say that these rules are
M-related).
Thus, the erasing productions are simulated directly by the deletion rules, the terminal
productions A → a are simulated in the same way as it is done in Theorem 1, while a
production of the formR: A→ BC is simulated by a sequence of two insertions (x1Ax2 
⇒ins x1BB ′Ax2 ⇒ins x1BCC′B ′Ax2) and one deletion (of the stringC′B ′A). This proves
the inclusion L(G) ⊆ L().
The converse inclusion can be proved again as in the previous proofs by counting the
consecutive steps of a derivation in  which do not useM-related rules. 
We do not know whether or not the total weight of InsDel systems which are able to
characterize RE can be further decreased. We conjecture that this is not the case. More
precisely, we believe that the language a+b+ does not belong to the family INS02DEL02. A
characterization of this family also remains to be found.
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We have considered here only two descriptional complexity measures, the number of
axioms and, mainly, the weight of insertion–deletion rules. Of course, further parameters
are of interest, such as the number of rules, or the total length of the rules (the total number
of symbols used in writing the rules). The study of such measures remains to be carried out;
trade-off results are expected, as usual in the descriptional complexity area—see [4,3].
5. Final remarks
First, for the sake of readability, we collect all known results about families INSmn DEL
q
p
with the total weight at most 6 in the table below.
Rows 11 and 12 indicate open problems (that from row 11 was already formulated in
[15]).
No. Total weight (n,m;p, q) Family generated References
1 6 (3, 0; 3, 0) RE Corollary 2
2 5 (1, 2; 1, 1) RE [13]
3 5 (1, 2; 2, 0) RE [13]
4 5 (2, 1; 2, 0) RE [13]
5 5 (1, 1; 1, 2) RE [15]
6 5 (2, 1; 1, 1) RE [15]
7 5 (2, 0; 3, 0) RE Theorem 3
8 5 (3, 0; 2, 0) RE Theorem 4
9 4 (1, 1; 2, 0) RE [13]
10 4 (1, 1; 1, 1) RE [15]
11 4 (1, 2; 1, 0) ?
12 4 (2, 0; 2, 0) ?
The results in our Theorems 1, 3, 4 and Corollary 2 have direct consequences for the so-
called set-conditional InsDel systems from [9]. Such a system is a usual context-free InsDel
system with each insertion/deletion rule r having associated a string, in the form (r, w); the
rule r can be applied to a string x only if the current set of strings contains, besides the string
x, also the stringw (we start from a set of axioms, hence after each step we continue to have
a set of strings, obtained by simultaneously evolving the available strings). Set-conditional
InsDel systems with three axioms were proven in [9] to characterize RE, but systems with
only one axiom generate only singleton languages (no insertion or deletion step is possible,
because we cannot promote any rule by a string different from the string to rewrite).
The case of two axioms was left open. However, as a consequence of the results in
the previous sections of the paper, set-conditional context-free InsDel systems with two
axioms can generate all recursively enumerable languages: just take a usual context-free
InsDel system with one axiom and add a dummy axiom, in the form of a nonterminal
symbol, which promotes all insertion/deletion rules.
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Characterizations of recursively enumerable languages can be obtained also in the frame-
work of membrane systems (P systems) with insertion/deletion rules applied to string-
objects. One of the results of this type reported in [12] refers to insertion/deletion rules
with a total weight equal to 4, hence better from this point of view than our results here (the
distributed architecture of P systems helps in decreasing the weight of rules). Two other
theorems from [12], 5.5.2 and 5.5.4, are improved by the results from the previous sections.
Speciﬁcally, Theorem 5.5.2 from [12] characterizes RE bymeans of a one-membrane P sys-
tems with rules of weight (3, 1; 2, 0), while Theorem 5.5.4 uses rules of weight (∗, 0; 2, 0)
applied in the conditional manner (in the same way as in set-conditional InsDel systems;
the star indicates that no upper bound is imposed on the length of the inserted strings).
As a consequence of our results, the contexts used in the former theorem are not necessary,
while the length of the inserted rules can be bound by 3 in the latter theorem, where,
moreover, the rules can be applied in the free mode, without conditioning them.
We conclude by our belief that the insertion/deletion operations and the InsDel systems
deserve further investigations, both from the mathematical point of view and with respect
to their possible applications to molecular computing.
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